This paper introduces a new global-tier interconnect scaling scheme which ensures that inductance effects do not start dominating the overall interconnect performance. It is shown that for unscaled global lines, inductance effects increase as technology scales while for the scaling scheme proposed by ITRS [1], interconnects become extremely resistive and, while inductance effects diminish with scaling but the performance, specifically, delay per unit length, degrades with scaling. The effect of the proposed global interconnect scaling scheme on optimized driver size, interconnect length, delay per unit length and total buffer area is quantified and compared with the unscaled and the ITRS cases. It is shown that the proposed scaling scheme improves the delay per unit length without degrading inductive effects or increasing buffer area with scaling.
Introduction
For deep submicron technologies using copper, on-chip inductive effects are a concern for signal integrity and overall chip performance [2] . Inductance effects in global interconnects are more severe due to the lower resistance per unit length of these lines which results in the reactive component of the interconnect impedance to become comparable to the resistive component, and also due to significant mutual inductive coupling between interconnects resulting from longer current return paths. With the recent adoption of Copper as the interconnect metal [3, 4] , line resistances have decreased further and as a result, inductive effects have become more prominent. Hence inductance effects must be considered in the scaling schemes.
Accurate inductance modelling remains a challenging problem. This is due to the fact that magnetic fields have much longer spatial range compared to that of electric fields and therefore, in practical high-performance ICs containing several layers of densely packed interconnects the wire inductances are sensitive to even distant variations in the interconnect topology and switching activity. Moreover, uncertainties in the termination of neighbouring wires can significantly affect the signal return path and also the return current distributions, and therefore the effective loop inductance and resistance.
Present interconnect scaling schemes do not consider inductance. As it will be shown later, inductance effects start dominating with technology scaling when global lines are not scaled, while they start diminishing with scaling for ITRS where globaltier interconnect dimensions are scaled too aggressively ( Table 1) . The drawback of the ITRS approach is that the interconnect de-
The interconnect is uniform with resistance, capacitance and inductance per unit length of r, c and l respectively.
lay increases since the line resistance per unit length dramatically increases with scaling. This paper introduces a new scaling scenario where the global tier metal lines are scaled such that inductive effects remain approximately constant. The motivation behind such an approach is that current design tools and methodologies are able to satisfactorily cope with inductive effects in current technologies (180 nm and 130 nm) but may not be able to do so if inductive effects increase with scaling. Finally, performance, area increase due to optimal buffering and wireability are compared for the three scaling scenarios.
Preliminaries
Consider a uniform line with resistance, capacitance and inductance per unit length of r, c and l respectively, driven by a repeater of series resistance R S and output parasitic capacitance C P , and driving an identical repeater with load capacitance C L (Figure 1 ). For a given technology, let the output resistance, output parasitic capacitance and input capacitance of a minimum sized repeater be r s , c p and c 0 respectively. Therefore if the repeater size is k times the size of a minimum sized repeater,
Using the ABCD parameters of a uniform distributed RLC line, It can be shown that the input-output transfer function can be approximated by a second order transfer function as discussed in [5] . ( 1) where
The 50% delay τ is given by 0 5
This transfer function can be used to calculate the 50% delay [5] . Long VLSI interconnects are typically broken up into buffered segment of equal lengths and driven by identical repeaters. For minimum total delay in these long interconnects, the delay per unit length in the optimally buffered segment should be minimized. The driver size k and interconnect length h can be numerically optimized to give minimum delay per unit length [5, 6] . The second order transfer function given by (1) and discussed in [5, 6] can be critically damped, overdamped and underdamped when b 2 1 4b 2 is equal to, greater than, or less than zero respectively. The response of an overdamped system is very similar to an RC line whereas for an underdamped system, the behaviour is significantly different from an RC line, i.e., inductive effects are significant. Since b 1 and b 2 are functions of h and k and b 2 is a function of l, It has been shown [5] that for optimum h and k for a given line inductance, a value l crit can be obtained for which the system will be critically damped [5] . If line inductance is less than l crit , the system will be overdamped where as if line inductance is greater than l crit , the system will be underdamped. Table 2 : Global tier line widths and aspect ratios for constant inductive effect scaling. Aspect ratios are the same as suggested by ITRS roadmap.
As pointed out earlier, the self, mutual and loop inductance of an interconnect is not just a function of geometry but also depends on the current return path which is a function of input vectors. Therefore, in this work we consider a conservatively large range of line inductances which include variations in the self, loop and coupling inductance of the interconnect. Figure 2 plots the critical inductance as a function of l for various technology nodes with unscaled global lines, while Figure 3 plots the critical inductance as a function of l for various ITRS technology nodes with scaled global lines. Recall that the system is overdamped if l l crit . It can be observed from Figure 2 that the fraction of line inductance l which is less than l crit decreases if global tier metal lines are not scaled with technology. On the other hand, Figure 3 shows that l crit increases with technology scaling for ITRS, i.e., the effect of inductance is diminishing with technology scaling. It can therefore be shown that [6] the range of line inductance (l) values which are less than the corresponding l crit determine whether inductive effects are important for a given interconnect tier in a given technology. kept constant with scaling. The aspect ratio of global tier lines is same as that specified by the ITRS. Interconnect pitch is assumed to be twice the interconnect width for all technologies. For each technology, global tier line widths were varied until the l crit vs l plot coincided with the 180 nm technology case. The proposed line widths and aspect ratios are shown in Table 2 . Additionally, since the interconnect dimensions are comparable to the mean free path of electrons in Cu, surface scattering starts having a non-negligible contribution to the resistivity compared to the contribution due to bulk scattering [7, 8] . Therefore the resistivity of Cu interconnects needs to be appropriately increased. According to [7] the resistivity of a thin film of metal ρ can be expressed in terms of bulk resistivity ρ 0 as
is the smallest dimension of the film (in our case, the width), λ mfp is the bulk mean free path of electrons and p is fraction of electrons which are elastically reflected at the surface. For Copper, p ¢ 0 47 and λ mfp ¢ 421Å at 0 § C [8] . Furthermore, since the thickness of the barrier material for Copper interconnects is not scaling with technology scaling, the effective area through which the current conduction takes place is reducing, therefore the effective resistivity of the interconnect is increasing [9] . The cumulative increase in resistivity of global tier lines due to these two effects for ITRS technology nodes is shown in Table 3 . Similarly, the effective increase in resistivity for the metal line widths shown in Table 2 is also calculated. These modified resistivity values are used throughout the paper. Figure 4 plots the critical inductance (l crit ) for global tier lines for various technology nodes with the proposed scaling. It is clear that critical inductance values for all the technology nodes are almost same for a given value of line inductance over a very large range of line inductances. This implies that inductive effects are also very similar for all the technology nodes with the proposed scaling.
Performance Comparisions
We now compare optimized interconnect performance of the proposed scaling scheme for global wires with the ITRS and the unscaled cases for various technology nodes. Figure 5 shows the optimum interconnect length between two inverters (h opt ) for minimum delay per unit length for the three cases for all technologies. It can be observed that h opt is largest for the unscaled case and smallest for the ITRS case. Also note that h opt decreases sharply with technology scaling for the ITRS case, whereas for the proposed scheme and the unscaled case, it does not change appreciably. Figure 6 shows the optimum driver size for the three cases for all technologies. Once again, a trend similar to the h opt case is observed. Figure 7 plots the optimized delay per unit length for the three cases for all technology nodes. The delay per unit length is the smallest for unscaled case and is the maximum for the ITRS case. It is instructive to note that for ITRS, the optimum interconnect delay per unit length increases with technology scaling. This is due to the fact the global tier interconnect dimensions are scaled very aggressively which dramatically increases line resistance. For the Table 2 and (c) scaled according to ITRS specifications. Table 2 and (c) scaled according to ITRS specifications. Table 2 and (c) scaled according to ITRS specifications. Table 2 and (c) scaled according to ITRS specifications. Repeater area is in terms of the area of the minimum sized inverter in the corresponding technology.
unscaled case and the proposed scaling of global wires, optimum interconnect delay per unit length decreases with technology scaling. Note that while the optimum buffer size for ITRS reduces with scaling, h opt also reduces which increases the number of buffered segments for an interconnect of a given length. Figure 8 plots the total repeater area (i.e., number of repeaters area of one repeater) in an optimally buffered 4 cm long global tier interconnect for all technologies. It can be observed that total repeater area is smallest for unscaled lines and largest for the ITRS lines. Additionally, the total repeater area in terms of the area of the minimum sized inverter in the corresponding technology does not change appreciably across technologies.
Finally, since the minimum wire width (pitch) for the global lines increases as a result of this scaling methodology, there may be some concern regarding the wireability of the chip without increasing the number of metal layers or chip area. However a re-cent analysis of chip wireability optimization has shown that the semiglobal and global tiers may not be packed to the maximum [9] . Consequently, higher tiers are actually routed within a larger than required area. Since the wire delay per unit length will decrease with increasing wire width it is also possible to re-route some of the global wires on the semi-global tier without violating the maximum allowable length (or delay) for that tier. Hence, the increased wire width resulting from this scaling methodology can be accommodated both in the global and the semiglobal tiers. Furthermore, this scaling scheme can be applied only to the performance critical paths of a chip where the susceptibility of performance to delay variations due to inductance effects is the highest. For non-critical paths, the ITRS based scheme may be used in order to save routing resouces.
Conclusions
In conclusion, a new global interconnect scaling scheme for deep sub-micron technology nodes is proposed which ensures that the inductive effects remain constant across technology nodes. It has been pointed out that for unscaled global lines, inductance effects increase as technology scales, while for the scaling scheme proposed by ITRS, interconnect becomes extremely resistive and inductance effects diminish with scaling but the performance, specifically delay per unit length, degrades with scaling. The effect of the proposed global interconnect scaling scheme on optimized driver size, interconnect length, delay per unit length and total buffer area is quantified and compared with unscaled and ITRS cases. It is shown that the proposed scaling scheme improves delay per unit length without changing inductive effects and buffer area consumption with scaling.
